If you have a C-130H, you have our attention.

At Intertrade, we have expanded our portfolio beyond commercial aircraft into the purchase and teardown of legacy military aircraft and engines. If you have C-130H aircraft or T-56 engines available for sale, we have the experience and financial strength of Rockwell Collins to make acquisitions happen. Intertrade has supported commercial airframe and avionics for decades. Now, you can expect the same for your government airframe and engine requirements.

Your trusted source of components and service solutions – spanning the globe in support of legacy military aircraft.

Other primary assets of interest and available

**Fighter/trainer aircraft**
- F-16 Fighting Falcon
- F-15 Eagle

**Rotary-wing aircraft**
- CH-47 Chinook
- UH-60 Black Hawk

**Tactical transport**
- CASA C-212, CN-235 and C-295

Contact us to learn more.
400 Collins Road NE
MS 153-220
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52498
319.295.4327
e-mail: intertrademilitary@rockwellcollins.com
rockwellcollins.com/intertrade
Follow@RC_Intertrade